OUR VENDETTA: WITCHES VS FASCISTS

YERBAMALA COLLECTIVE

(FUCK DT, FASCISTS, RICHARD SPENCER, MILO, ALL THEM FUCKED UP JAWNS. DIFFERENT FACE, SAME ENEMY.)
// YERBA MALA NUNCA MUERE // A BAD WEED NEVER DIES //
YERBA MALA IS THE KIND OF WEED YOU KILL & IT STILL COMES
BACK TENFOLD FUCKERS // CIRCULATE THESE PAGES LIKE YOUR
LIFE DEPENDS ON IT BECAUSE YEAH MOST DAYS OUR LIVES
DEPEND ON THESE NETWORKS OF REFUSAL // REFUSE FASCISM //
REFUSE TRUMP // REFUSE TYRANNY // MORE THAN REFUSE //
FIGHT BACK // THESE PAGES HAVE NO NAMES // NO MARKERS // IF
YOU CANNOT USE THEM TO FIGHT FASCISM THROW THEM OUT //
THEY HAVE ONE PURPOSE: TO DESTROY FASCISM // THROUGH
THESE WORDS WE SHARE ANGER // POST THEM EVERYWHERE //
LEAVE THEM ON BUSES // LEAVE THEM IN OFFICES WHEN NO ONE
IS LOOKING // NEVER SPEAK OF THEM OUT LOUD // THEY BELONG
TO NO ONE & EVERYONE WHO FIGHTS ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF
HISTORY // IF YOU LOSE THESE PAGES YOU CAN MAKE NEW ONES
// MAKE NEW ONES EVERYWHERE // MAKE THEM IN YOUR MIND //
WRITE THEM DOWN AND SLIP THEM TO THE UNSUSPECTING // THE
TIME HAS COME TO BURN THIS SHIT DOWN // SIGNED: THE
YERBAMALA COLLECTIVE
YOU WILL NOT WIN EVEN IF YOU KILL US
WE WILL HAUNT YOU OUR GHOSTS WILL KILL YOUR DOG
CALLING ALL VAMPIRE FEMMES TO FEAST ON FASCIST BLOOD
FASCIST
AMERICA IS
RACIST
AMERICA IS
COLONIAL
AMERICA WAS
ALWAYS A
WAR
FASCISTS
SUCK IN BED
DON’T FUCK
THEM & DON’T
TELL THEM
YOUR NAME
HE IS THE ENEMY NOT BECAUSE HE IS ORANGE BUT BECAUSE HE FEASTS ON DREAMS
WE WERE HERE BEFORE YOUR BORING AF HATRED
WHATEVER YOU THREATEN US WITH WILL NEVER COMPARE TO WHAT HISTORY HAS IN STORE
THIS OPEN WOUND IS OUR LINEAGE
WE WILL BLEED ON YR FACES TIL YOU BREAK
TAKING YOU DOWN WILL MEAN MORE THAN ALL THE POEMS
THERE ARE NO LESSONS TO BE LEARNED FROM YR VIOLENCE YOU ARE ERASURE WITH NO PROMISE
WHEN THEY CHECK YOUR ID REMEMBER THEY MADE MILLIONS DISAPPEAR
NOTHING IN THIS COUNTRY CAN MEAN ANYTHING WITHOUT ADMITTING IT WAS FOUNDED ON BETRAYAL.
THERE IS THE LONG WAY & THEN THERE IS REVOLUTION
THE LONG WAY MEANS MORE
DIE THE LONG WAY MEANS
WE FORGET THEM THE
LONG WAY MEANS LOSS
THE SHORT WAY MEANS WE DIE THE SHORT WAY MEANS PRISON BUT THE SHORT WAY MEANS FREEDOM
BE THE FIST
YOU WANT TO
SEE IN A
FASCIST’S
FACE
IF YOU HAVE TO PRETEND IN ORDER TO GET CLOSE ENOUGH TO ACT THEN YES
THE FUCKWAVE ISN’T ABOUT AN IF IT'S A WHEN IT'S COMING
PREPARE THE FUCKWAVE RIDES DEEP BEWARE
THERE WILL BE A FUCKWAVE A TSUNAMI-SIZED OCEAN MOUNTAIN OF BULLSHIT THEY WILL PUT US THRU LUV
THE REVOLUTION DOES NOT FEAR THE FUCKWAVE LUV CHOOSE THE SHORT WAY EMBRACE THE FUCKWAVE
USE YOUR FUCKWAVE FEELS TO FUCK SHIT UP
SURVIVAL IS CONTINGENT ON SOLIDARITY
BRING THOSE YOU HAVE TRAMPLED IN YOUR HASTE UP INTO THE FACE OF ANGER THEY WILL LEAD US
THIS IS NOT A TIME FOR DISBELIEF
THIS IS A TIME FOR NEW BELIEFS
A TIME TO REMAKE THE IMPOSSIBLE
LET THE END OF OUR ILLUSORY COMFORTS PRECIPITATE OUR TOTAL REFUSAL
NO APOCALYPSE NO POST-ANYTHING UNLESS WE MEAN THE END OF CAPITALISM
THEY CANNOT KILL THIS ETERNAL VERACITY: YOUR VALUE IS NOT YOUR WEIGHT IN OIL
THEY CANNOT KILL THIS ETERNAL VERACITY: THE STATE WAS ALWAYS A CORPORATION
IF THE BROOM FITS WITCH IT IS TIME TO RIDE IT
ACT UP RESIST
CONFLICT IS PROGRESS
RESISTANCE IS WITCHCRAFT
SHOW UP FOR THE END OF CAPITALISM
YOUR ANGER IS RIGHT
HEAL THE POWERLESS BY BREAKING SOMETHING OF VALUE EVERYTHING YOU SEE WAS STOLEN
FASCISTS ARE EVERYWHERE
FASCISTS DRINK COFFEE
FASCISTS EAT LUNCH TOO
WE REFUSE TO BE RULED BY OUR CORPORATE-SPONSORED DELUSIONS
RESIST THE WORD OPPORTUNITY ON THE TONGUES OF POWERFUL MEN
IT WILL ONLY BE USED AGAINST YOU WITCH HEARTS FUCKING WITH CHAOS
FASCIST AMERICA IS THE TERROR THAT ALWAYS WAS AND THE TERROR THAT HAS NEVER BEEN
WE THE REMOVABLE ALIENS WILL REMOVE YR HEARTS WITH OUR TEETH
WE WILL BRING DISORDER AND LAWLESSNESS UP ON ALL YR HOUSES
WE STARE DEEP INTO THE SURVEILLANCE CAMERAS UNTIL THEY SHATTER
PUNCH A FASCIST: GET ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF HISTORY
JOIN THE RESISTANCE

CRAFT ANTIFA POEMS LIKE RN // FORGET EVERYTHING YOU'VE LEARNED ABT POETRY // YOU'VE GOT REAMS OF BEAUTIFUL WORDS IN YOU THAT LIVE TO DESTROY YOUR OWN CHAINS // WRITE WITH ONE GOAL: DESTROY FASCISM WITH POETIC WITCHCRAFT // TYPE IN 60PT ARIAL TO PROTECT YOUR ANONIMITY: YOU ARE NOW ONE OF US // PRINT IMMEDIATELY// DO NOT SAVE // DISSEMINATE // WASH RINSE REPEAT THE WORK ISN’T FINISHED UNTIL FASCISM IS DEAD